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Device Registration
Device Registration is a process where the Data Orchestration Engine (DOE) acknowledges the existence of
a physical device. It basically maps a logical device (device created in the SAP NetWeaver Mobile
Administrator) with the actual physical device.
A new device has to be created in DOE for every physical device. When a device is created in the DOE its
status is ‘initial’. After the mapping the status is changed to ‘registered’. Whenever a client (physical device)
synchronizes with the DOE for the first time, DOE tries to select a logical device for mapping. This selection
can be configured using the sdoe_dev_register transaction.

Default Settings
Initially when we configure the DOE system and run the initial setup report using the sdoe_sr transaction, by
default, user is made as the registration parameter. This is the simplest form, where the device selection
happens based on username. If an organization has just one device per user then this is the simplest
configuration.
Whenever a device synchronizes for the first time, based on the logged-in username, the device will be
identified. Hence registration happens in a single step.
Note: (1) Devices which are enabled and are in initial status only will be selected for registration.
(2) If No device exists on the DOE with the specified criteria, then Error Code 22 is returned during
synchronization.
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Configuring Registration Parameters
If a single user has multiple devices or if there is a specific need to customize the logical device selection,
the registration parameters can be configured using the sdoe_dev_register transaction by following the
below steps.
1) Click on Change Configuration.
2) Select the RMM Name (MOBILE by default).
3) Click on Display RMM Attributes.
4) Configure the attributes.
5) Save the configuration
6) Click on Freeze configuration.
The various configuration criteria that can be specified are:
For Registration
If this is checked for an attribute then the attribute value specified by the client has to exactly match the value
for that attribute for the logical device in DOE.
For Example: If NAME (Device Name) is marked for registration, then the logical device with the specified
name is selected and registered. If the device name does not exist on DOE then error code 22 is returned
during registration.
Mandatory
If this is checked for any attribute then the attribute value must be specified by the client. However these are
not considered for registration, if the for registration flag is not checked. There might be a situation where
certain attributes have to be specified by the user prior to registration. In that case these can be marked as
mandatory.
For example: If language is checked as mandatory and user is marked for registration, then the device user
will have to input the language before registering the device. However if the user has 2 devices with different
languages say DEV_A with language EN and DEV_B with language DE. Then any of these might be picked
up for registration as language is not registration relevant.
Read Only
This is used to display the attribute on the client. These will be available as read only attributes in the
information view on the client.
Default Value
Default values for attributes can be specified here. This value will appear in the information view provided
any of the above flags is marked.
Order
The order of preference for device search can be maintained here. The lower the number, the higher is the
priority. However it applies to non mandatory parameters only.
Note: The above configurations are client specific.

If any attribute other than User is configured for registration or as Mandatory, then registration happens as a
two step process.
First step, the configuration parameters are brought down to the device and an error message saying
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Enter mandatory registration parameter appears, as shown below.
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Second Step
Enter the mandatory parameters in the information tab and sync again.DOE finds a device with the specified
criteria and registration is successful if a relevant device is found.
If no matching device is found on the DOE, then the following error occurs.
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Registration Parameters with Setup package
With a setup package since we already know the logical device all the registration parameters are sent to the
client and device registers in a single synchronization. When a setup package is triggered, the device status
is turned to pending for registration. When the device synchronizes, the registration process is completed in
the normal fashion and device status is changed to registered.

Registration Parameters with Custom Client
REGISTER_DEVICE API is used for registering a custom client with DOE.
If you want the device registration to happen with a single call, then all the registration and mandatory
parameters have to be set in the xml_source parameter for the REGISTER_DEVICE API. For more on this
please refer to Integrating Custom Client with DOE
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<asx:abap xmlns:asx="http://www.sap.com/abapxml" version="1.0">
<asx:values><registration>
<param name="PHYSICAL_ID" value="' physical_id '"/>
<param name="RGSTRATN_CNF_ID" value="' config_id '"/>
<param name="NAME" value="' device_name '"/>
<param name="LOGIN_NAME" value="' user_name '"/>
</registration>
</asx:values>
</asx:abap>
Here, Name (which refers to device name ) is used for registration along with the User( LOGIN_NAME)
RGSTRATN_CNF_ID refers to the CONFIGURATION_ID field in the Table ‘SMMW_DEV_REGISTR’.
This configuration_id changes whenever the registration parameters are changed and freezed. When a
device tries to register, the configuration_id on the client is checked. If this is not sent or not the same, then
the DOE sends back the latest configuration_id with all the registration relevant parameters. These can be
filled and the REGISTER_DEVICE API has to be called again.
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